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Abstract. Supplemental support systems are used to reduce the risk of failure of codominant stems. The goal of this study was to evaluate dead-end stop terminated cables used in trees and to compare the strength of small tree cable systems. Field evaluations comparing eyebolt and Wire Stop® anchored cables found an enlargement of the hole through the branch in 39% of the Wire Stop terminations with a mean size of 6 mm. Static break tests found that the strength of cable system varied with the strength of the wood and system configuration. From a system strength perspective in oak: bent eye screw lags = welded eye screw lag = single swage stop < single swage stop with washer < double swage stop with washer = double swage stop with fender washer < eyebolt.
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A codominant stem is a forked branch with nearly equal diameters, arising from a common junction and lacking a normal branch union (ISA 2009). Codominant stem junctions tend to be one of the weakest portions of a tree’s structure (Gilman 2003; Smiley 2003; Kane 2007; Kane et al. 2008; Kane and Clouston 2008). Supplemental support systems are installed to limit the movement of codominant stems so that the junction is not stressed to the point of breakage (Thompson 1935; Thompson 1936; Mayne 1975; Smiley et al. 2000; James et al. 2002; ANSI 2006; Smiley and Lilly 2007). The supplemental support typically used in North America for this purpose is a cable system that consists of a length of seven strand galvanized Extra High Strength (EHS) steel cable terminated with a thimble and manufactured cable grip. The termination is anchored to the tree using eyebolts (including nuts and washers), lag threaded hooks (J-lags), or lag threaded eyes (Mayne 1975; Smiley and Lilly 2007). Cables, grips, thimbles, lags or bolts all come in different sizes to accommodate different tree and cable sizes. Therefore, to install a cable the arborist must have from six (two lags, two thimbles, two grips) to ten (two eyebolts, two nuts, two washers, two thimbles, two grips) pieces of hardware to terminate and anchor each cable for each branch size class.

In a nonscientific survey, arborists knowledgeable in tree support systems from major commercial arboriculture companies, universities, and arboricultural consulting firms were asked for their observations on cable system failures (author’s unpublished data 2010). Specifically, if they had seen failure of eyebolts installed in support systems and if they had seen problems associated with the overgrowth of cable terminations. One of the 17 arborists reported having seen the failure of an eyebolt. That arborist explained that the bolts broke due to faulty installation and side loading. Three of the 17 arborists surveyed reported having seen failures associated with overgrown cables. All of these failures were related to cable corrosion. The arborists reported that the more common cable failures they have seen were at the apex of the manufactured grip and when a lag hook/eye opened or lag was pulled out of a branch. Grip failures were attributed to a lack of a thimble at the time of installation or the thimble falling out of the termination after it was installed.

In recent years, a number of dead-end stop termination systems have come to the arboricultural market, such as Wire Stop® (Steve Tillitski, Riggy Inc., Athens, GA, U.S.), Endz (George Mellick, Shelter Tree, Wrentham, MA, U.S.), and Wedge-Grip® Dead End (Preformed line products, Mayfield Village, OH, U.S.). These terminations are installed by inserting a cable in a hole through the branch and anchoring the cable with one of these devices on the side opposite of the working section of the cable. Stop-terminated systems claim the benefits of using a smaller diameter hole for the cable, since the hole only needs to be the diameter of the cable; simplified installation of the system since they have fewer parts; stocking of fewer parts since stops are selected for cable diameter, not branch diameter; and providing equal or greater strength than alternative products. Manufacturer pull tests of the Wire Stop indicate that the cable will fail before the Wire Stop (Steve Tillitski, pers. comm.). Dead-end stop terminations consist of one or two major parts for each end of the cable. These systems eliminate two of the arborist identified weak points of the traditional cable system, the grip and lags.

There is no mention of the cable size required for small trees or shrubs less than five centimeters in diameter in the ANSI A300 Standard (ANSI 2006). However, there are many large shrubs and small trees planted in the landscape that have codominant stems and therefore would benefit from support systems. An inexpensive and aesthetically unobtrusive cable system would be desirable for these plants.

While there may be benefits to dead-end stop terminated systems, there are several questions that need to be answered, including: how does the strength of the termina-
tion compare to other fasteners, and what is the impact on the tree of having a flexible cable running through the branch?

This study had two components: a field evaluation of dead-end stop terminated cables in large trees and a strength evaluation of small diameter cable systems using static pull testing. The overall goal of the project was to evaluate dead-end stop terminated cables for use in landscape trees.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Field Study
In July 2005, 20 supplemental support cables were installed in six species of trees on a hillside garden at the Bartlett Tree Research Laboratories in Charlotte, NC, U.S. Trees in the trial had two or three codominant stems with junctions within 1 m of the ground. One or two cables were installed in each tree. Cable used was a seven strand EHS cable, 0.48 cm (3/16 inch) diameter with a listed breaking strength of 17.8 kN. EHS cable of this diameter is recommended for branches up to 20 cm in diameter (Smiley and Lilly 2007). The cable was either terminated with a manufactured grip (Preformed Line Products, Mayfield Village, OH, U.S.) and a heavy duty thimble that was anchored to the tree using a 1.2 cm (1/2 inch) diameter eyebolt, or the cable was inserted through the tree and fastened with a Wire Stop 301 dead-end, wedge and ferrule, stop type fastener (RigGuy Inc., Athens, GA, U.S.). Ten trees with codominant stems in the same area were retained as control trees without cables. Tree species and treatments were willow oak (Quercus phellos) 1 eyebolt, 1 no cable; red oak (Q. rubra) 2 Wire Stop, 3 eyebolt, 4 no cable; white oak (Q. alba) 4 Wire Stop, 4 eyebolt, 3 no cable; blackgum (Nyssa sylvatica) 1 Wire Stop, 1 eyebolt, 3 no cable; hickory (Carya spp.) 1 eyebolt; and red maple (Acer rubrum) 2 Wire Stop, 1 no cable: Tree heights ranged from 19 to 26.5 m. Mean branch diameter at the point of cable attachment was 16.1 cm (SD = 1.06).

Trees, cable, and cable terminations were visually inspected and measured on March 5, 2010. Factors evaluated included cable or branch failure, presence of visually apparent rust or other damage to the cable, degree of cable or anchor overgrowth by the tree, and evaluation of the hole that was drilled for the eyebolt or cable insertion. If there was an enlargement of the drilled hole, the hole was measured across the largest axis, from edge to edge. Initial hole diameter was subtracted from the measurement to provide a hole enlargement size. That number was averaged for all of the holes that were enlarged.

Static Breaking Tests
The static breaking strength of seven different cable attachments were compared when fastened to branch sections of two tree species. Detached, 2.5 to 9.0 cm diameter branch or trunk sections were harvested one to three days prior to testing and were in “green condition” at the time of the test. Test species were willow oak (Quercus phellos) and Virginia pine (Pinus virginiana). Oak samples were from five different trees and pine samples were from 15 trees, data was blended for analysis. Branch diameter was measured in-line with the hole drilled for the anchor or cable.

Cable attachments tested were (Figure 2):

1) Screw eye: A 5.8 mm (nominal 1/4 inch) diameter bent eye lag (number 4, 5.5 cm, 2 3/16 inch long), installed in a 0.48 cm diameter hole that was drilled to a depth of approximately 19 mm. The full depth of the threaded portion of the lag was screwed into the branch. The cable was attached through the eye with a 5 cm loop of cable secured with an oval swage connector.

2) Welded screw eye: A 5.8 mm (nominal 1/4 inch) diameter bent eye lag (number 4, 3.5 cm, 2 3/16 inch long) that had the eye welded closed, installed in a 0.48 cm diameter hole that was drilled to a depth of approximately 1.9 cm. The full depth of the threaded portion of the lag was screwed into the branch.

3) Eyebolt: A 5.8 mm (nominal 1/4 inch) diameter drop forged galvanized steel eyebolt was installed through a 6.3 mm diameter hole that was drilled entirely through the branch. An 18.7 mm O.D., 7.7 mm I.D., 1.6 mm thick washer and nut was used to secure the bolt.

4) Single swage stop, no washer: A copper or aluminum swage stop was fastened to the dead end of a stainless or galvanized steel cable after it was inserted through a 0.40 cm diameter hole. A swaging tool (H.T 350-3, Japan) was used to crimp the swage stop.

5) Single swage stop with washer (Figure 3): A copper or aluminum swage stop was fastened to the dead end of a stainless or galvanized steel cable after it was inserted through a 0.40 cm diameter hole and a 1.12 cm O.D., 0.45 cm I.D., 0.9 mm thick (number 8) round, flat, stainless steel washer. The swage stop was securely crimped.

Figure 1. Wire Stop 301 dead-end, wedge and ferrule, stop type fastener (RigGuy Inc, Athens, GA, U.S.) installed in a small branch.

Figure 2. Cable systems that were evaluated using a static pull test. From left to right: double swage stop with washer, single swage stop with fender washer, single swage stop with washer, single swage stop without washer, eyebolt, welded eye lag, eye lag (not inserted in branch).
6) Double swage stop, with washer: Aluminum swage stops were fastened to the dead end of the galvanized steel cable after it was inserted through a 0.40 cm (5/32 in) diameter hole; a 1.12 cm O.D., 0.45 cm I.D., 0.9 mm thick (number 8) round, flat, stainless steel washer. The two swage stops were installed adjacent to each other.

7) Double swage stop with fender washer: Copper or aluminum swage stop were fastened to the dead end of the cable after it was inserted through a 0.40 cm (5/32 in) diameter hole; a 22.5 mm (7/8 in) O.D., 4.7 mm (3/16 in) I.D., 1.4 mm thick round, flat, steel “fender washer.” The two swage stops were installed adjacent to each other.

A galvanized or stainless steel 7×7 strand, 3.1 mm (1/8 in) diameter cable with a manufacturer rated breaking strength of 7.56 kN [working load limit (WLL) = 1.5 kN] was used for all attachments. This size cable is recommended for branches between 2.5 cm and 12.5 cm in diameter (Smiley and Lilly 2007).

Branches were positioned longitudinally across two steel pins that were 14 cm apart, with the cable attachment point near the center (Figure 4). Approximately 40 cm from the branch attachment, the cable was formed into a 5 cm eye fastened with an oval swage connector. The cable eye was connected with a steel carabiner to a peak reading dynamometer (Dillon ED 2000 plus, Kansas City, MO, U.S.), which was connected with a larger cable to a mechanical winch (Fulton, Mosinee, WI, U.S.). The winch was hand cranked until one part of the system failed. However, for reasons of operator safety, the winch was not intentionally operated in excess of 8.9 kN. Four to 25 tests were conducted per termination type per species. Fewer eye lags were tested for each species due to the consistency of failure pattern that was irrespective of species.

Peak force reading, branch diameter, and failure type were recorded for each test. However, tests were terminated for safety reasons when the peak load was near 8.9 kN; ‘No failure’ was recorded. The data analysis was conducted separately for each species. The overall effect of the seven treatments (seven cable system categories) on the response (peak force at point of breakage) for each species was determined with an analysis of variance (ANOVA). If the ANOVA indicated an overall effect of the treatment on the response, specific comparisons of the mean responses among the eight treatments were determined using Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference Test (HSD). All analyses were conducted in SPSS (Chicago, IL, U.S.) and all statistical tests were performed using an alpha level of 0.05.

RESULTS

Field Study

After a nearly five-year period, visual inspection of the cables, trees, and terminations found no failures of any termination, cable, cabled trees, or noncabled trees. Most trees had partially or fully overgrown the washer, nut, eyebolt or the Wire Stop fastener. None of the trees had enveloped the thimble and grip portion of the traditional cable system. None of the cables had visually apparent rust. There were no visually apparent changes in the size of the hole associated with the eyebolt anchored cables. With Wire Stop terminations, the tree either grew into contact with the cable (11 of 18 terminations), or the cable enlarged the hole in the tree (7 of 18 terminations) (Figure 5; Figure 6). Hole enlargement occurred on five white oak and two red oak stems. When the hole was enlarged, the average degree of enlargement was 6 mm.

Static Breaking Tests

In static breaking tests of cable systems installed in small diameter branches, it was found that eyebolt anchored cables were the strongest with a mean peak force of 8.5 kN (Table 1; Figure 7; Figure 8). With oak, most tests were terminated when the force level approached 8.9 kN. However, four of the 13 tests broke the branch in which the eyebolt was installed. This resulted in a lower peak force (8.3 kN) than if the broken branch force measurements were removed from the analysis. Without the broken branches, the mean peak force was 8.8 kN, which is comparable to the value (8.9 kN) found in pine.

At the other end of the strength spectrum was the bent eye lag screw which failed with the lowest mean force, approximately 2.1 kN. With screw hooks, the hook was straightened by the pulling force, allowing release of the cable. Tree species made no difference since there was no pull-out or branch breakage.
Tests with exactly the same eye lags, except for the eye portion being welded closed, showed a significant increase in system strength in oak but not in pine. With both oak and pine, the failure mode changed from the opening of the lag eye, with the standard lag eye to pulling out of the wood, with the welded eye. Since oak wood is more resistant to fastener removal, welding the eye closed significantly increased the strength of the system from a mean of 2.1 kN with the standard screw eye to 4.5 kN with the welded eye.

With dead-end swage stop terminated cables, a single swage stop with no washer pulled through the wood of all of the pines with a mean force of 2.7 kN. This force level was not significantly different from either screw eye. In oaks, the majority of failures occurred when the swage stop failed at slightly less than 4 kN. With oak, this was a significantly higher peak force than the screw eye anchored cable systems, but not the welded screw eye system.

When a washer was added to the single swage stop terminated cable, the swage stop consistently pulled off the cable in oak with a mean peak force of 4.8 kN. In pine, the majority of failures were also when the swage stop failed. However, failures involving the swage stop pulling through and the branch breaking also occurred. With pine, the mean peak force increased 47% to near 4 kN, with the addition of a washer. The differences with and without washers were not significant.

When two swage stops and a washer were installed on the cable, the failures occurred near the listed breaking strength of the cable (7.6 kN) with oaks. This level of force was not significantly different from the peak force associated with eyebolt terminations. The majority of these failures occurred when the cable broke (19 of 25 tests). For the remaining six samples, the entire anchor system pulled through the branch. Branch pull-through occurred on branches from 38 to 48 mm in caliper, and the cable broke on branches from 45 to 64 mm in caliper. With pine, the failures occurred at a lower mean force (5.5 kN), with about half of the terminations pulling through the wood and the other half when the cable broke. The pull-throughs in pine were in the branch caliper range of 31 to 56 mm and cable breakage was in the caliper range of 76 to 86 mm.

With pine, the washered double swage stop pulled through the branch slightly more often than the cable failed. So with pine, the larger diameter ‘fender washer’ was tested in place of the standard washer. There was no increase in system strength with the larger washer. However, the failure pattern changed from the swage stop pulling through the branch with the standard washer to the branch breaking with the fender washer. If the ‘branch broke’ samples were removed from the analysis, the mean strength increased from 5.4 to 7.0 kN, which indicates that the fender washer adds considerable strength as compared to a standard washer. Since cable failure was typical with willow oak with the washered double swage stops, fender washers were not needed or tested.

There was no oak branch breakage if the caliper of the branch was over 33 mm, or in pine if the branch was over 52 mm in caliper, even when forces up to 8.9 kN were applied to the cable.

**DISCUSSION**

The supplemental support cable system commonly used in North America consists of EHS cable, manufactured dead-end grip, thimble, and eyebolt, seldom fail when installed and maintained in accordance with the ANSI A300 Standards (2006). Where failures were observed, they were typically with J-lags opening, screw eyes pulling out of the tree, or failure at the apex of the manufactured grip cable termination due to lack of a thimble (author’s unpublished data 2010).

Failures associated with cables that had been overgrown from radial branch growth are apparently more related to cable corrosion rather than other reasons. This indirectly indi-
cates that there should not be frequent failures of dead-end stop terminated cables failing due to overgrowth by the tree.

Dead-end stop terminated cables provide benefits for arborists and trees including fewer parts to stock and the elimination of the weakest points of the traditional EHS system pointed out in an a nonscientific survey of arborists—lag anchors and manufactured grips. Wire Stop terminated cables inspected five years after installation were found to have no affect on cable corrosion, cable or branch breakage when compared to eyebolt anchored systems. The major difference between the eyebolt anchored system and the Wire Stop fastened system was that the Wire Stop fastened system was associated with an enlargement in the hole drilled when installing the cable. Thirty-nine percent of the Wire Stop terminated cables enlarged the hole in the bark and wood around the cable. The long term implications of hole enlargement are uncertain. In earlier studies of cables and wood decay (Shigo and Felix 1980; Kane and Ryan 2002), it was concluded that if anchors are not installed through existing areas of decay, they will have little impact on decay development in wood surrounding the anchors. However, if they are in-

### Table 1. Small diameter cable system breakage test results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Termination/Anchor System Tested</th>
<th>Oak Mean peak force at failure in Newtons (number of samples)</th>
<th>Pine Mean peak force at failure in Newtons (number of samples)</th>
<th>Failure type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Screw eye</td>
<td>2098 a (4)</td>
<td>2070 a (6)</td>
<td>Eye opened</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welded screw eye</td>
<td>4464 b (8)</td>
<td>2453 a (7)</td>
<td>Pull out of wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyebolt</td>
<td>8274 c (13)</td>
<td>8903 d (7)</td>
<td>No failure 6/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean when: Branch broke' samples removed</td>
<td></td>
<td>(test terminated due to safety considerations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8785 (8)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Eyebolt broke 1/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cable broke 2/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Branch broke 4/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single swage stop no washer</td>
<td>3966 b (16)</td>
<td>2757 ab (12)</td>
<td>Stop pulled through wood 15/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stop pulled through wood 1/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single swage stop with washer</td>
<td>4812 b (9)</td>
<td>4079 b (11)</td>
<td>Stop failed to hold cable 8/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stop pulled through wood 2/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Branch broke 1/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double swage stop with washer</td>
<td>7527 c (25)</td>
<td>5530 c (9)</td>
<td>Cable broke 19/25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stop pulled through wood 6/25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double swage stop with fender washer</td>
<td>Not tested</td>
<td>5420 c (13)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean when: Branch broke' samples removed</td>
<td>Stop failure 1/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7000 (6)</td>
<td>Cable broke 5/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Branch broke 7/13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Force values followed by the same letter are not significantly different when compared using the Tukey HSD separation of means (α = 0.05).

**Figure 7.** Peak force achieved when various cable attachments are pulled to failure in *Quercus phellos* branches ranging from 2.5 to 7 cm in diameter.

**Figure 8.** Peak force achieved when various cable attachments are pulled to failure in *Pinus virginiana* branches ranging from 2.5 to 7 cm in diameter.

Wire Stop terminated system was that the Wire Stop fastened system was associated with an enlargement in the hole drilled when installing the cable. Thirty-nine percent of the Wire Stop terminated cables enlarged the hole in the bark and wood around the cable. The long term implications of hole enlargement are uncertain. In earlier studies of cables and wood decay (Shigo and Felix 1980; Kane and Ryan 2002), it was concluded that if anchors are not installed through existing areas of decay, they will have little impact on decay development in wood surrounding the anchors. However, if they are in-
stalled by drilling into areas of decay, then the injury may predispose the wood to further decay development. Further research is needed to identify the factors associated with hole enlargement and means of preventing its development.

Tests conducted on various, traditionally terminated and swage stop terminated small diameter cable systems found that the strength of the system varied with the strength of the wood and the system configuration. From a system strength perspective in oak: bent eye screw lags < welded eye screw lag = single swage stop = single swage stop with washer < double swage stop with washer = eyebolt. In pine, bent eye screw lags = welded eye screw lag = single swage stop < single swage stop with washer < double swage stop with washer = double swage stop with fender washer < eyebolt.

The strength of the eyebolt anchored cables actually exceeded the listed breaking strength of the cable. This may be due to the doubling of the cable in forming the loop which connected it to the eyebolt. Cable failures seen with other systems tested, and as reported by Thompson (1936), had a tendency to be near the surface of the branch, the area where a double cable was present with the eyebolt anchor. Bent eye lags failed at about 25% of the force of eyebolts. This is somewhat less than Thompson (1936) reported for half-inch lag hooks, which failed at 33% of comparably sized eyebolts. Strength of a washered swage stop terminated cable was nearly twice that of the bent eye lag anchored system that is commonly used in small trees.

An eyebolt terminated system provides nearly double the strength of the washered single swage stop system in soft wooded pine. Results showed that adding washers on single swage stops did not significantly increase the strength of the system. However, the nearly 50% increase in strength with pine branches from the addition of a washer is well worth the additional cost of adding washers to the system when installing a swage stop cable in a small trees. Washers are most important in branches of smaller diameter where ‘pull-through’ type failure were more commonly observed than in larger diameter branches. On soft wooded species, increasing the diameter of a washer will also increase the strength of the system.

Cables in branches up to 12.7 cm (5 in) are intended to support a working load of 1.33 kN (300 pounds) (Thompson 1935; Smiley and Lilly 2007), therefore the estimated 1.5 kN (340 lbs) WLL of 0.31 cm (nominal 1/8-inch) diameter steel cable can be appropriate for branches up to 12.7 cm (5 in) at the point of cable attachment. The 4 to 4.8 kN breaking strength (WWL approximated at 0.8 to 0.96 kN, 180 to 215 pound of force) of a washered single swage stop termination is appropriate for branches up to 7.6 to 8.9 cm (3 to 3.5 in) in diameter for soft and hard wooded species, respectively. For branches between 7.6 and 12.7 cm (3 and 5 in) in diameter the stronger washered double swage stop or eyebolt termination is necessary.

In a yearlong monitoring of cable tension in a single 29 m tall *Eucalyptus cladocalyx* in Australia, the peak cable tension recorded was only 4.3 kN (James et al. 2002). This is less than the force required to break 3.1 mm (1/8 inch) cable with a washer and single swage stop. This tension data also indicates that the ANSI Standard (2006) and BMP (Smiley and Lilly 2007) may over estimate the forces applied to tree support cables. Additional research on dynamic cable tension would be valuable in determining the strength of systems required in trees.

Long-term, large tree trials are needed to fully understand the effects of dead-end stop terminated cables on the growth, health, and stability of trees in the landscape. With nearly 40% of the holes in this study being enlarged by the cable, the impact of this on the spread of decay becomes an important unanswered question. Dead-end stop terminated cables may be more appropriate on small trees were the risk of limb failure can be tolerated from a safety perspective. Lower side loading forces associated with smaller tree make the hole enlargement less likely. However, additional field testing of dead-end stop terminated small tree systems needs to be conducted to determine if there are weaknesses that were not apparent in the static test and to determine if hole enlargement is a factor that needs to be considered.
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